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Abstract 

The q-differential calculus for the q-Minkowski space is developed. The al
gebra of the q-derivatives with the q-Lorentz generators is found giving the q- · 

deformation of the Poincare algebra. The reality structure of the q-Poincare 
algebra is given. The reality structure of the q-differentials is also found. The. 
real Laplacian is constructed. Finally the comultiplication, counit and antipode. 
for the q-Poincare algebra are obtained making it a Hopf algebra. 
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1 Introduction 

Quantum groups have already established themselves in such diverse branches of math
ematics and theoretical physics as conformal field theory, integrable models, statistical 
mechanics, knot theory and topology of low-dimensional manifolds. Like many other 
notions (quantum mechanics, special relativity) quantum groups appear as some defor
mation of old 'classical' objects, in this case groups. Although this type of deformation 

· can be understood in terms of usual quantum mechanics, the idea of quantizing the 
symmetry itself is apparently new. The fruitfulness of this idea is supported by the 
number of geometric and algebraic notions which can be 'q-defortiled'. First of all 
quantum groups can be viewed as symmetries of 'quantum' spaces [1,2]. Next the 
frame of differential calculus can be extended to include quantum groups and quantum 
spaces [3,4]. 

The role of symmetry in physics is hard to overestimate. This explains the wide 
interest which quantum groups found among theoretical physicists. Particularly one is 
tempted to deform a real physical system in this spirit. This requires first of all a deep 
understanding of the q-deformation of Minkowski geometry. The quantum Minkowski 
space itself is more or less understood [5,6,7,8]. The quantum Lorentz group serves 
as the q-symmetry group of this space. One is naturally interested in the action of 
the q-Lorentz algebra on the q-Minkowski space. This question is nontrivial since the 
relation between Lie algebras and Lie groups becomes more involved on the quantum 
level, in particular as of now the exponential map is unknown. The q-Lorentz algebra 
was obtained in [8,9] where the Lorentz generators were defined by their commutation 
relations with the q-spinors. 

The next step is to define the quantum Poincare algebra, or to add the infinitesimal 
translations to the q-Lorentz algebra. This is the aim of the present paper. Following 
the classical example we treat the q-derivatives as generators of translations. (Another 
approach was followed in (10] where the translations stayed undeformed.) The general 
theory [11,12] giving the q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of any simple 
Lie group is not sufficient for the Poincare algebra, since it is not simple. To find the 
algebra we use the action of the Lorentz generators and derivatives on the q-Minkowski 
space. 

We discover a new effect absent in the classical Poincare algebra. Namely, the 
operators conjugate to the derivatives cannot be expressed linearly in terms of the 
deri:vatives themselves (in contrast to the q-Minkowski coordinates for which the con
jugation is linear and just given by the classical formulas). A similar phenomenon also 
occurs for the conjugated differentials. 

We also construct the coproduct for the derivatives. We prove that this comulti
plication is natural, or in other words is compatible with the action. Finally we find the 
counit and antipode to complete the Hop£ algebra structure of the q-deformed Poincare 
algebra. 

The paper is organized as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we give preliminaries on the 
q-spinors, the q-Minkowski vectors and the R-matrices for them. Section 4 contains the 
necessary information about the q-Lorentz algebra and its action on the q-Minkowski 
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space. In section 5 we discuss the q-differential calculus on the q-Minkowski space. 
Section 6 is devoted to the reality structure for derivatives and differentials. There 
we also construct the real Laplacian. Finally, in section 7 the comultiplication for the 
translation sector of the q-Poincare algebra is given and its naturality is proved. Ap
pendices contain technical formulas for the projector decomposition of the R-matrices, 
commutation relations between coordinates and differentials, action of the conjugate 
derivatives, and relations for some q-differential operators needed for defining the real
ity structure. Many of the relations are given in a component form which is useful in 
checking some of the nonlinear relations in the text. 

A 

2 R-Matrices for the q-Lorentz Group 

The q-deformed Lorentz group has been studied in [5,6,7]. These analyses made use 
of the classical isomorphism S0(3, 1) ~ SL(2, C)/Z2 • Since the quantum group 
SLq(2, C) is well understood, it is natural to use it for the q-Lorentz group; The 
fundamental representation of SLq(2, C) consists of two-dimensional complex quan
tum spinors xClt and their complex conjugates xir. Minkowski vectors are constructed 
as bilinears of a spinor and a conjugate spinor. A vector is written as 

(2.1) 

The R-matrix for the q-Lorentz group is determined by moving such a vector through 
another hi q-spinor u'Yv5 where u and v are independent copies of q-spinors. However 
there is an ambiguity in choosing the q-relations between x, x and u, v. This results in 
two different R-matrices for the q-Lorentz group. Both R-matrices satisfy the Yang
Baxter equation. This construction of the R-matrices was followed in [7], and we shall 
refer to them as R1 and Rn. 1 

These two R-matrices satisfy the characteristic equations 

(R1- 1)(RI + q2)(R1 + q-2
) - 0 

(Rn + 1)(Ru- q2)(Rn- q-2
) - 0. 

(2.2) 

Solution of the eigenvalue problem gives the decomposition of each matrix into three 
projectors. Taken together one finds four projectors: PT which is the q-deformed trace 
projector, Ps which is the traceless part of the q-deformed syrnrnetrizer, and P+ and 
p_ which are the selfdual and antiselfdual parts of the q-deformed antisyrnrnetrizer. 
These are the q-deformed versions of the classical projectors. Their explicit form is 
given in Appendix A. The four projectors sum to the identity matrix: 

(2.3) 

1In (5] the matrix Rn was derived in a different way. There a matrix of the q-Lorentz group was 
constructed as a tensor product of an SL9(2, C) matrix and its conjugate. The q-relations between 
elements of the Lorentz group matrix were determined by the R-matrix for SL9(2, C). These q

relations then give rise to the Rn-matrix for the q-Lorentz group. 
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and the R matrices are written as the sums 

R1 Ps+Pr-q2P+-q-2P_ 
Rn - q-2Ps + q2Pr- P+- P_. 

(2.4) 

These are the only linear combinations of the four projectors which are compatible 
with the relations between the components of a q-vector. A more precise statement 
will be given in [7]. 

The higher dimensional orthogonal q-groups are described by only one R-matrix. 
In four dimensions this is the Ru-matrix. However, in four dimensions the situation 
is special in that the antisymmetric square of the vector representation is reducible. 
It decomposes into the selfdual and antiselfdual parts. The Ru-matrix takes the same 
eigenvalue on both. The selfdual and antiselfdual parts are distinguished by the ill
matrix. Note that we need both R-matrices since R1 in turn does not split the q
symmetrizer into the trace and traceless parts. 

The R-matrix used to define q-relations between elements of the q-space depends 
on the projector decomposition needed. For the coordinates Xi the antisymmetrizers 
acting on the tensor product of two coordinates must give zero. Supressing indices we 
write this as 

p_xx = o. (2.5) 

Using this fact we then have 

:n.xx = (Ps + Pr)XX = R1XX (2.6) 

where in the first step we used (2.3) for :n. and in the second step we used (2.4) for R1. 
Including the indices we then have 

(2.7) 

for the q-relations between coordinates. 
A differential calculus is established on this algebra by introducing an exterior 

derivative d with the usual properties of nilpotency and Leibniz rule: 

d(Jg) = (df)g + f(dg), (2.8) 

. where f and g are functions of the coordinates .. The differential of Xi is called ei. The 
action of d on the coordinates and differentials is 

(2.9) 

We will need q-relations between the differentials themselves and between the differen
tials and coordinates. 

Classically the ei are anticommuting objects, so in the q-deformed case we require 
that a tensor product of two differentials is annihilated by the symmetrizers: 

Psee = o Pree = o. (2.10) 
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Then we write 
(2.11) 

using (2.3) and (2.4) for the projector decompositions of n and Rn, respectively. Then 
the equation 

titi- RAij tktl 
1:. 1:. - - II kl~:, 1:. 

gives q-relations between the differentials. 

(2.12) 

For q-relations between coordinates and differentials assume that xe = cex for 
some matrix C. Applying d to this equation gives ee = -cee. Comparing with (2.12) 
we see that C = Rn and . 

(2.13) 

gives the desired q-relations. 
Derivatives are introduced by the usual expansion of the exterior derivative: 

. (2.14) 

Then applying d to a coordinate Xi, using the Leibniz rule (2.8) for d, and (2.13) to 
move thee's to the left, we find 

(2.15) 

for the action of derivatives on coordinates. 
We also need q-relations among the derivatives themselves. Assume a relation of 

the form aa = Faa for some matrix F. Applying both sides of this equation to a 
coordinate Xi and using (2.15) gives the consistency condition (1 - F)(l + Rn) = 0. 
A check of (2.4) shows that this is satisfied ifF = R1, and the q-relations between 
derivatives are given by 

(2.16) 

Note the reversed order of index summation compared to the other it-matrix equations. 
Although we will not need them, one can also find q-relations between the dif

ferentials and derivatives. Assume a relation of the form ae = nea for some matrix 
D. Applying both sides to a coordinate Xi and using already established relations one 
finds D = k:r/ and we have 

(2.17) 

This completes the algebra of coordinates, differentials and derivatives. 
Throughout this discussion we could have used the inverse of the R-matrices in

stead. This would leave the XX, ee and aa q-relations unchanged. However the xe, 
ax and ae relations would be different. This would give a second possible choice for 
the differential calculus. However this second choice coincides with the complex con
jugates of the derivatives. With the definition of fJ in Appendix C this can be seen by 
conjugating the above relations and using 

RA-1 ij 2 imRA jn 2 RA mi nj 
II kl = q 9 II mk9nl = q 9km II ln9 (2.18) 
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(this is a property shared by all orthogonal and symplectic quantum groups [1]) and 

(2.19) 

where f is the matrix appearing in the complex conjugation of coordinates: Xi = 
JjXi. 

3 Minkowski Coordinates 

In this section we introduce the quantum Minkowski coordinates. Explicit formulas 
for their q-relations are given. The invariant Minkowski length-is also presented. 

In [8] the q-Minkowski coordinates were constructed as bilinears of q-spinors (x,y) 
and their conjugates (x, y). We take as coordinates the four quantities 

Their reality properties are 

A - xy 
B = yx · 

A= B 
B = A 

C - XX 
D = yy. 

c = c 
D =D. 

Real Minkowski coordinates are defined by the linear combinations 

xo 1 xt 1 
- J2(C +D) - J2(A +B) 

1 z . xa - -(C-D) X2 - J2(A- B). v'2 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

In the following we will refer to general Minkowski coordinates as Xi, but for explicit 
calculations the basis (A, B, C, D) is convenient. 

Quantum relations between the coordinates are provided by the R-matrix for 
the Lorentz group through the R-matrix relation (2. 7). Explicitly the q-relations for 
(A,B,C,D) are 

AB - BA- q-1>.CD + q>.D2 

AC = CA+ q>.AD 
AD = q-2DA 

BC - CB- q-1 >.BD 
BD - q2DB 
CD - DC 

(3.4) 

where q is real and>. = q-q-1• These relations are invariant under complex conjugation. 
accompanied by reversal of the variable order. Also these relations allow ordering of 
any monomial in the coordinates. 

A quantum Minkowski metric may be obtained from the trace projector which is 
one of the projectors comprising the R-matrix. In the basis (A, B, C, D) the metric 9ii 
and inverse gii are c q' 0 0 l [ 0 

1 0 

~1 ]· 

1 0 0 0 -2 0 0 
9ii = ~ ~ 0 -1 g'; = q~ 0 -q>. 

(3.5) 

-1 q>. 0 -1 
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Written out using the q-relations for the coordinates the Minkowski length of a four 
vector is 

L = (q2 + 1)-1giiXiXi = AB- q-2CD. (3.6) 

This length is real and commutes with the coordinates: LXi =Xi L. 

4 Lorentz Algebra 

In this section we review the previous results on theq-deformed Lorentz algebra (8,9]. 
Lorentz generators are defined by their action on the four vectors. From this the 
algebra and coproduct of the generators is determined. The counit, antipode, and 
reality conditions complete the description of the Hop£ algebra. 

In (8,9] the q-deformed Lorentz algebra was presented. There the generators were 
defined by their action on two dimensional complex quantum spinors. Here we will 
confine the discussion to the quantum Minkowski coordinates which can be const!ucted 
as hi q-spinors. The three generators of SUq(2), r+, r-, and T3, form the rotation 
subalgebra. The Lorentz algebra is completed by adding noncom pact generators T 1 , 

T 2 , S 1 , and S2 • Although this is an algebra with seven generators, we had shown 
(9] that they are not independent and one generator may be eliminated. All these 
generators annihilate the constant monomial: Til = 0. For the diagonal generators 
T 3, T 1

, and S 2 it is convenient to define -r3 = 1 - >.T3, -r1 = 1 + >.T1
, and u 2 = 1 + >.S2 

which obey Til = 1. · 
The SUq(2) generators have the following action on the Minkowski coordinates: 

r+A - q-2AT+ r+c - CT+ + q-1A 
T+B - q2 BT+ + qD- q-1C T+D = DT+- q-1A 

T-A - q-2 AT-+ q-1C- qD T-c - CT- -qB 
(4.1) T-B - q2BT- T-n DT-+qB 

-r3 A - q-4 Ar3 -r3C - C-ra 
-r3B q4BT3 -r3D D-r3

• 

Note that all of these generators commute with the time coordinate X 0 ex: C + D, Thus 
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they do not generate boosts. The additional generators have action 

T 2A - qAT2 T 2C - qCT2 + qAr1 

T 2B - q-1 BT2 + q-1 Dr1 T 2D - q-1nT2 

S1A - q-1 ASt + q-t Du2 S1C - (q-1C + qA.2 D)S1 + qBu2 

S1B - qBS1 S 1D - qDS1 

(4.2) 
r 1 A - qAr1 + qA.2 DT2 r 1C - (q-tC + qA.2 D)rt + qA.2 BT2 
r 1B - q-1 Br1 r 1D - qDr1 

u2A - q-1 Au2 u2C - qCu2 + qA.2 AS1 

u2B - qBu2 + qA.2 DS1 u2 D - q-1 Du2 

As shown in [8], these generators produce a linear combination of rotations and boosts 
in the limit q -t 1, and they complete the Lorentz algebra. Also, .it shquld be noted 
that all generators of the q-Lorentz algebra commute with the q-Minkowski length L. 

The algebra of the generators follows from this action. To this end one finds 
bilinear combinations of the generators having an action proportional to the action of 
some linear combinations. The full algebra of the seven generators is 

r 1T+ - T+r1 + A.T2 T+T2 - q-2T2T+ 
r 1T- - q-2r-r1- A.S1 r-r2 - T2T- + A_-l(u2- rl) 
r1T2 - q2T2r1 T+s1 - q2 S1T+ + A. -1 ( 7371 _ u2) 
rlSl - Slrl r-sl - S 1T-

r+T- - q2T-r+ + qA. - 1(1 - r 3 ) 

u2T+ - T+ u2 _ q2 A.raT2 T2S1 - stT2 

u2T- - q2T-u2 + q2 A.Sl 
(4.3) u2T2 - q-2T2u2 'T10"2 - u271 + qA.3T2S1 

u2S1 - Slu2 T3Tl - TlT3 
T30"2 - 0"2T3. 

r3T+ - q-4T+r3 
r3T- - q4T-r3 
r3T2 - q-4T2r3 
r3S1 - q4S1r3 

The algebra may be written in a more conventional form by the substitutions r 1 -
1 + A.T1

, u 2 = 1 + A.S2, and r 3 = 1 - A.T3 . 
This algebra appears to have seven generators. However there is an extra relation 

in the algebra which allows elimination of one of the diagonal generators. Consider the 
quantity 

(4.4) 

One finds that Z is central in the algebra and commutes with all of the coordinates: 
zxi =Xi Z. Therefore Z is 1. Then one could eliminate r 1 or u2 from the algebra, 
for example by the substitution u2 = (r1)-1 (1 + q2 A.2T 2S1). However this would leave 
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the algebra with inverse powers of the remaining diagonal generator. In the following 
it will be convenient to keep all seven generators, having in mind that they are not 
independent. 

In [8,9] the coproduct for the generators was found by considering their action 
on functions of the spinors. The same results can be obtained using functions of the 
Minkowski coordinates. The counit and antipode are determined by the coproduct, 
and conjugation of the action on the coordinates (including reversal of variable order) 
yields the real structure of the generators. For the SU9 (2) generators the coproduct A 
lS 

A(T±) = r± ® 1 + (r3)t ® r± 
The counit f and antipode S are 

S(T±) - -(r3ttr± 
S(r3) - (r3tl. 

Under conjugation the SU9(2) generators obey 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The results for the remaining generators are slightly more complicated. The coproduct 
lS 

A(r1
) - ,.1 ® ,.1 + ,.\2Sl(r3t! ® T2 

A(u2) - u2 ® u2 + ,.\2T2(r3)! ® st 
A(T2) - T2 ® rl + (r3t!u2 ® T2 

(4.8) 

A(S1
) - Sl ® 0'2 + (r3)irt ® Sl. 

The counit and antipode are 

f(r1 ) - 1 S(r1
) - 0'2 

f{ 0'2) - 1 S( u2) - Tl 

f{T2) 0 S(T2
) 

. 1 
- - -q2(r3)2T2 (4.9) 

f{S1 ) - 0 S(S1
) - -(r3ttst. 

In checking the antipode property one needs .the fact that Z = 1. Finally the reality 
conditions for-the new generators are 

rl - (r3)-t0'2 
0'2 = ( 7"3)! Tl 

T2 - -(r3ttst 
St _ -q2(r3)!T2. 

This completes the construction of the Hopf algebra of the Lorentz generators. 

5 Poincare Algebra 

( 4.10) 

In this section we add translation generators to the· Lorentz algebra. As translation 
generators we take the q-deformed four-vector derivatives. The action of the derivatives 
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on the Minkowski coordinates and the algebra of the derivatives is defined by the R
matrix. The action also allows one to find the commutation relations of the derivatives 
with the Lorentz generators. 

The action of the derivatives on the q-Minkowski space reads 

f) AA - 1 + q-2A8A + >.. 2B8B + >..(qD- q-1C)8c- q-1>..D8n 
fJAB - Bf)A 
aAc - q-2caA + >.. 2 naA + q>..(1- q>..)Bac- q>..Bav 
{)AD - Df)A- q>..B8c 

fJBA - Af)B 
fJBB - 1 + q-2 Bf)B - q-1 >..D8c 
aBc - caB- q>..Aac 
fJBD - q-2 Df)B 

(5.1) 
8cA - A8c - q-1 >..naB 
8cB - q-2B8c 
8cC - 1 + q-2C8c + >..2 D8c- q-1 >..Bf)B 
8cD D8c 

8vA - q-2 AfJv + >..( qD - q-1c)aB 
8vB - BfJv- q-1 >..Df)A + >..2 B8c 
8vC CfJv- q-1>..Af)A + q>..Bf)B- q>..2(qD- q-1C)8c 
8vD - 1 + q-2 DfJv- q-1 >..Bf)B· 

The algebra of derivatives is 

f}Af}B - fJB{)A - q>..8c8c + q>..8v8c 8B8c q-28c8B 
0A0C q28c8A f}Bf)D - 0D0B + q>..ocOB (5.2) 
f}Af}D - 8v8A- q3>..8c8A 8c8n - 8v8c. 

This algebra is consistent with the action on coordinates. 
To find the commutation relations between the derivatives and the Lorentz gener-

ators we follow the same procedure used for the Lorentz algebra alone. The procedure 
is straightforward but somewhat lengthy. For the rotation subalgebra one obtains 

T+f)A - q28AT+ - qoc + qov r+ac - ocT+ + q-1 f)B 
T+f)B - q-28BT+ T+f)D - 8vT+- q{}B 

T-aA - q28AT- r-8c - OcT- - q-1 f)A 
(5.3) 

T-aB - q-2fJBT- + q-18c- q-18n r-8n - 8vT- + q{}A 

T3fJA - q4r3fJA r 38c - 8cr3 

T30B - q-47 3 T30D - OnT3 
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and for the noncompact generators the result is 

T 28A - q-1aAT2 - q8cr1 T 28c - q-lacT2 

T 28B - q8BT2 T 2fJn - q8nT2 + q>.28cT2 - qOBT1 

S1 oA - q8AS1 S18c - q8cS1 

s~aB - q-laBst- q-lacu2 S18n - q-tanst- q-laAu2 

(5.4) 

T10A - q-laArl r 18c = q8cr1 

T10B - qOBTl - q).2fJcT2 T10n 
' 

q-lfJnrl _ q-1 ).2f)AT2 

u2fJA - qoAu2- q3 ).2fJcSI. u2fJc = q-Iacu2 

u 2fJB - q-1aBu2 u 2on - qonu2 + q>.2ocu2
- q>.2ocS1

• 

This completes the q-deformed Poincare algebra. 

6 Real Structure 

In the classical case it is straightforward to find conjugation rules for derivatives. How
ever in the q-generalization one encounters difficulties. The action of the conjugated 
derivatives is given in Appendix C. Comparing with (5.1) one observes that these 
operators cannot be expressed linearly in terms of the q-derivatives themselves. This 
exhibits a new effect which does not appear on the classical level. The conjugation 
operation becomes nonlinear. In this section we give the explicit nonlinear relations 
between the derivatives and their conjugates. 

To this end we will need to define several operators. First is the Laplacian of the 
q-derivatives 

(6.1) 

which is the only quadratic central element in the algebra of derivatives. Also we have 
the conjugated Laplacian: 

(6.2) 

The two are related by 
(6.3) 

Note that A commutes with the hatted derivatives. With the unhatted derivatives it 
obeys 

ai~ = q2 6.ai. (6.4) 

Next we define the operators E and E: 

(6.5) 

which are related by 
(6.6) 
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The action of these operators on the coordinates and derivatives is given in Appendix 
D. 

These operators togeth:r with the Minkowski length L serve as building blocks for 
two more operators A and A: 

A 1 - q-1 >.E + q-2 ).2 L!::::. 
A - 1 + q>.E + q4>.2 LA. 

(6.7) 

Using the formulas from Appendix Done finds 

AA = 1, 
- SA 
A =q A. (6.8) 

The operators A and A act on both coordinates and derivatives multiplicatively. For 
A we have 

A Xi - q-2 Xi A 

A8i - q28iA (6.9) 
AfJi q2BiA 

with the corresponding relations for A given by relation (6.8) . 
It is clear from the construction of these operators (!::::., E, A and their conjugates) 

that they are Lorentz scalars. A check verifies that they all commute with the Lorentz 
generators. 

The hatted derivatives can now be expressed in terms of the unhatted derivatives 
as 

tJi = q-2 A - 1 
[ 1::::., 9iixi]. (6.10) 

Using the formulas in Appendix D we can write this in the form 

ai =A - 1(8i- q-3 >.giiXi !::::.) (6.11) 

or explicitly 
a A - A-1 

DA- q-1AB~~ 
aB - A-1 OB- q-3>.A!::::. 

ac - A-1 oc + q-3 >.D!::::. 

an - A-1 on+ q-3 >.(C- q>.D)!::::.). 

(6.12) 

The inverse map is 

OA - A-1 8A + q'>.BAl 
OB - A-1 aB + q3>.Abo 

oc - A-1 ac :..._ q3 >.Dbo) 

on - A-1 an - q3 >.( C- q>.D)6.). 

(6.13) 

One verifies these relations by checking that the left and right hand sides have the 
same action on the coordinates. Note that the terms proportional to the Laplacians in 
the rhs of these equations have the same tranformation properties as the derivatives. 
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Thus these mappings are covariant under the global q-Lorentz group. Along with (4.7) 
and (4.10) this describes the real structure of the q-Poincare algebra. 

The properties of the differentials under conjugation are also nontrivial. Again we 
introduce several relevant scalar quantities. Define 

(6.14) 

U= W -q>.Ld (6.15) 

commutes with all coordinates: U Xi = XiU. The relations between the coordinates 
and the differentials ar~ given by (2.13). One can check that the quantities 

(6.16) 

satisfy the following relations with the coordinates: 

(6.17) 

Up to the factor q2 in the lhs and the last term in the rhs these are the relations (B.4) 
for X's and {'s. There is another set of quantites which satisfy relations with X's 
similar to (6.17). Namely one can rewrite the relations (2.15) in the form 

(6.18) 

where {)i = giifJ;. Since U commutes with coordinates we can compensate the extra 
term in (6.17) by adding q3>.UfJk to ¢i. To get rid of the factor q2 in the lhs of (6.17) 
we use the same scaling operator A. Thus the quantities A(¢i + q3>.U[Ji) have the 
same commutation relations with X's as {'s. Since these commutation relations are 
homogeneous we can conclude only that the {i are proportional to A( ¢i + q3 >.U fi). 
The proportionality factor can be found from the requirement that the square of the 
conjugation operation is unity on the fs. Finally we obtain 

(6.19) 

with 8i = gii8;. This implies the following reality property for the exterior derivative: 

(6.20) 

This can be verified by a direct check. We note also that 

d=-d. (6.21) 

To write the inverse map define W = 9i;liXi. Using (6.19) for the l's one finds 

U = W +q>.Ld. (6.22) 
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By conjugating (6.14) one finds that W = q2W. This implies that U is real, U = U. 
Then the inverse map reads 

(6.23) 

where we use (6.22) to write U in terms of i's. For the exterior derivative we have 

(6.24) 

Again we note that the mappings (6.19) and (6.23) do not spoil the global q-Lorentz 
covanance. 

The Laplacians b. and f::. defined above are not real as seen in (6.3). However 
relations (6.12) allow the construction of the real Laplacian. Substituting them into 
(6.2) one finds 

Therefore using (6.3) we obtain 

Now define the real Laplacian to be 

I\ -2A-1/\ 2A1 A UR = q 2 U = q 2 u. 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

Using relations (6.8), (6.9) one checks that this Laplacian is indeed real, b.R = b.R. It 
q-commutes with the derivatives: 

(6.28) 

The properties of this Laplacian will be discussed elsewhere. 

7 Hopf Structure of q-Derivatives 

In this section we complete the Hopf structure of the q-derivatives. The coproduct is 
found by a heuristic method. Arguments are made for the validity of this coproduct. 
Then this coproduct is used to determine the counit and antipode. 

In [8,9] the coproduct for the Lorentz generators was found by considering the 
action of the generators on monomials in the spinors. The same could be done for the 
derivatives on monomials in the Minkowski coordinates. However the complexity of 
the action on coordinates (5.1) makes this a difficult task. Here we use a more heuristic 
approach. We make an ansatz for a coproduct of the form 

(7.1) 

where the operato;rs of are made up of the Lorentz generators and the scaling operator 
A. An inspection of the derivative action shows that 8B and 8c have a simple form. For 
these derivatives it is not difficult to find combinations of the Lorentz generators for 0{ 
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which produce the correct action on coordinates. But there remains an undetermined 
power of A in the Of. It is also easy to evaluate 8B on the monomial Bn. This fixes 
the power of A. The coproduct for the remaining derivatives is then found using the 
algebra with the SUq(2) generators T±. By this procedure the coproduct is found to 
be 

~(8A) = aA ® 1 + At(r3)tr1 ® aA + q3 .A2At(r3 ttr.-S1 ® aB 

-.AAtT-r1 ® 8c- q.AAt S1 ® 8n 

~(8n) 8n ® 1 + Alu2 ® 8n- q.AAt(r3 )tT2 ® 8A 

-q2.AAt(r3)-tT-u2 ® 8B + q.-\2A!T-T2 ® 8c. 

(7.2) 

This coproduct is a homomorphism of the entire Poincare algebra and is coassociative. 
The comultiplication was found by direct inspection. We know only that it is a 

homomorphism of the algebra. We now discuss the naturality of this comultiplication. 
In other words we wish to prove that the comultiplication is compatible with the action. 

Proposition. Let f and g be functions of A, B, C and D. Let fl('l/;) =La aa ® ba 
where '1/J is any element of the q-Poincare algebra. Then 

(7.3) 
a 

Sketch of proof. 1. A straightforward calculation shows that f:l is coassociative. 
Explicitly, if 

then 

~(aa) = 'E.Aa/3 ® lf>af3 
f3 

fl(ba) = E Jla-y ® Va-y 
'Y 

E Aaf3 ® 4>af3 ® ba = E aa ® Jla-y ® Va-y• 
a/3 a-y 

2. Comparing with the action we conclude 

a 

for all q-Minkowski coordinates Xi. 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

3. Induction in deg f. For deg f = 0 the proposition obviously holds. By (7.6) we have 

'1/J(Xifg) = "Eaa(Xi)ba(Jg). (7.7) 
a 

For '1/J = ba m (7.3) the statement holds by induction assumption for deg f = n. 
Therefore 

ba(fg) = L Jla-y(f)va-y(g) (7.8) 
'Y 
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and 

Using coassociativity (7.5) we can rewrite it in the form 

1/;(Xijg) = LAap(Xi)</Ja{3(f)ba(g). 
. a{3 

Now using (7.6) with 1/; = aa: 

we conclude that 

aa(Xi f) = L Aaf3(Xi)</Ja{3(f) 
{3 

and (7.3) holds for deg f = n + 1. 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

4. Induction in deg g. For deg f = 0 and deg g = 1 one easily sees. that the statement 
holds. Above induction in deg f shows then that it holds for any f and g = Xi (that 
is, degg = 1). Now since it holds for g we have 

Using (7.3) with 1/; = aa we can write 

aa(f Xi) = L Aap(f)</Ja{3(Xi). 
{3 

Now we use coassociativity again: 

For 1/J = ba in (7.6) we already proved that 

ba(Xig) = L fla-y(Xi)Va-y(g). 
'Y 

Therefore 

. (7.13) 

(7.14) 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

and the statement holds for Xig. This finishes induction in degg and the proof. 
With this coproduct the counit and antipode are determined. The counit for all 

derivatives vanishes: 
(7.18) 

The antipode is 

s(oA) - -A-l(r3)-!(u2oA + q>.2S1T-aB + >.u2T-ac + q>.S1ov) 
s(oB) -
S(oc) -

-A-!(r3)l(r1oB + q3>.T2oc) 
-A -l(u2oc + q-1 >.S1oB) 

(7.19) 

S(ov) - -A-l(r1ov + q>.T2oA + >.r1T-aB + q>.2T 2T-oc). 
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In checking the antipode property ones uses the fact that Z = 1 in (4.4). 
The coproduct for the derivatives includes the derivatives themselves, Lorentz 

generators and the scaling operator A. We note that A does not belong to the q

Lorentz algebra. This is seen by the fact that AL = q-4LA, whereas the q-Lorentz 
generators commute with L. A similar effect already occurs for the q-derivatives in 
two dimensions: their coproduct includes the scaling operator which does not belorig 
to SLq(2) [4]. The Hop£ structure of the scaling operator is 

~(A)= A®A t:(A) = 1 (7.20) 

This completes the Hop£ structure of the Poincare algebra. 

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to J. Bobra, H. Ewen and V. Jain for 
valuable discussions. 

A Projector decomposition of R-matrices 

In this appendix we list the four projectors extracted from the two forms of the R
matrix for the Lorentz group. They act on the tensor product of two coordinate spaces, 
so are 16 x 16 matrices. However, they are block diagonal and decompose into two 1-, 
two 4- and one 6-dimensional blocks. The bases for these blocks are labeled by pairs 
of coordinates, and are 

(1) : (AA) (4) : (DA,CA,AD,AC) 
(1') : (BB) (4') : (CB,DB,BC,BD) 
(6) : (BA, DD, DC, CD, CC, AB). 

We write the projectors in blocks with these bases. 

(A.1) 

The symmetrizing projectors are Pr and Ps. Pr is the trace projector, and may 
be written in terms of the metric as 

,_ 1 ,_ 
P.'' - '3 

T kl- (q + q-l)2 9 9kl· (A.2) 

Explicitly it is 

Pr(l) = Pr(l') = 0 Pr(4) = Pr(4') = 0 

q-2 q-l..x -q -2 -q -2 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 -1 -q.A 1 1 0 -q2-
PT(6) = (q + q-1 )2 -:-1 -q.A 1 1 0 -q2 

(A.3) 

-q.A -q2 .A2 q.A q.A 0 -q3.A 

1 q.A -1 -1 0 q2 
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where .A = q - q-1. The traceless part of the symmetrizer Ps has the form 

Ps(1) = Ps(1') = 1 

( 

q2 

1 -q>.. 
Ps(4) = q2 + 1 ~ 

( 

1 
1 0 

Ps(4') = q2 + 1 ~ X :, -L) 
q2 0 q2 

q2 -q>..(2 + q-2) 
0 (q + q-1 )2 

q2 q3).. 
q2 q3).. 

1 
0 
1 

1 
0 
1 

0 
. 0 

0 

1 
0 
1 

1 1 0 1 

(A.4) 

-q>.. -q2)..2 -q-1).. -q-1).. ( q + q-1 )2 q>..(2 + q2) 

1 q).. q-2 q-2 0 q-2 

The selfdual and antiselfdual parts of the antisymmetrizer are P+ and P_: 

1 q).. 0 

( 

1 0 

p+(4) = q' + 1 -: ~ 

p - 1 
+(6) - (q + q-1 )2 

and 

P+(1) = P+(1') = 0 . 

1 0 

( 

q2 

p+(4') = q2 + 1 -1 

. 0 

1 q).. q-2 -1 0 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 q).. 

-q2 -q3).. 
q).. q2)..2 

-1 -q>.. 

q-2 -1 0 -1 
-1 q2 0 q2 

q-1).. -q>.. 0 -q>.. 
-q-2 1 0 1 

P-(1) = P-(1') = 0 

-q2 

0 
1 
0 

(A.5) 

( 

0 
1 0 

P-(4) = q2 + 1 ~ 

0 0 
1 q).. 

0 0 
-q2 -q3).. 

( 

0 
1 0 

P-(4') = q2 + 1 ~ ~ ~1) 
0 q).. 

0 1 

1 
0 

-q2 

1 
q).. 

-1 

q).. 

0 
-q3).. 

q>.. 
q2)..2 

-q>.. 
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-1 
0 
q2 

-1 
-q>.. 

1 

q-2 

0 
-1 
q-2 

q-1).. 
-q-2 

0 -1 
0 0 
0 q2 

0 -1 
0 -q>.. 
0 1 

(A.6) 



Classically these reduce to the four usual projectors. Plugging q = 1 into the above 
expressions it may be verified that 

p.ii 1 .. 
T kl - -g'3 9kl 

4 
1 . . . . 1 .. pii s kl - 2( hkbf + hihD - 4g'J 9kl 

.!.(bibj- bibj)- i:_fij 
(A.7) 

pii + kl - 4 k l l k 4 kl 

pii 1 . . . . i .. 
- kl 4(bkbf- hihD + 4f'

3 kl· 

Here the f-tensor is defined so that in the real basis f0123 = 1. 

B q-Differentials 

As discussed in section 2 the first step in finding the derivative action is to find the 
q-relations between coordinates ·and differentials. These are given by the R-matrix 
equation (2.13). In the (A, B, C, D) basis we have explicitly 

B~A -
B~B -
Bee -
Bev -

ceA -
ceB 
cee -

cev -

q-2~AA 

eB A+ q>.~D D- q-1 >.eDc- q-1 >.ee D + ).2~A B 
~e A+ q>.~A D _ q-1 >.~Ac 
q-2~D A- q-1 ).~AD 

~AB- q-1>,~D D 
q-2eB B 
q-2ee B + >.2eD B- q-1 ).eB n 
eDB 

q-2eAc + >.2eA n- q-1 >.eD A 
eBc- q-1 >.ee B + q>.eD B 
q-2eec- q>.eB A- q2>.2ev n 
+>.2evc + >.2ee n + q>.(1- q>.)eA B 
eve- q>.eAB 

neA - eAn 
neB - q-2eB D - q-1 >.eD B 
nee - ee D- q>.eAB 
nev - q-2ev n. 

We define the hatted differentials by 
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With these definitions, conjugation of the above q-relations results in 

At A - q2tAA 
AtB tB A+ q>.tD D 
Ai0 - q2eC A+ q3 >.eA n 
AiD - iDA 

EtA - {A B + q-1 >.eve+ q-1 >.ec D 
+>.2eB A- q>.(l + q-1 >.)eD n 

BiB - q2tBB 
Bi0 - ec B- q>.eB D + q>.eBe + q2>.2iDB 
BiD q2eD B + q>.eB n 

(B.3) 

etA - eAe + q>.ec A- q>.eD A+ q2 >.2eA D 
eeB - q2eBe + q3>.eD B 
etc - q2eC e- q>.eB A+ q3 >.eA B- q2 >.2eD n 
eev eve+ q>.eB A+ q2>.2eD D 

DiA - q2eA n + q>.eD A 
DeB - iBD 
nee tc D + q>.eB A+ q2 >.2tD D 
DiD - q2eD D. 

These relations can be written in the compact form 

xiej - fl-1 ij tk XI 
- II kl · (B.4) 

Also we give the explicit form of ee relations(2.12): 

(eA)2 = (eB)2 = (eD)2 = 0 
(B.5) (ec)2 = q>.eBeA. 

eAeB - -eBeA eBec - -q-2ec eB _ q>.ev eB 
eAeC - -q2ec eA + q3 >.en eA eBen - -eneB (B.6) 
eAeD - -eneA eceD - -enec- q>.eBeA. 

Using these relations along with the derivative algebra (5.2) one verifies that d} = 0. 
Conjugating (B.6) one finds commutation relations for the t's. Other relevant relations 
between thee's and operators discussed in section 6 are listed in appendix D. 

C Conjugate q-Derivatives 

In this appendix we list some of the relations involving the conjugate derivatives. Their 
action on coordinates is determined by conjugating the action of of the derivatives in 
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(5.1). Hatted derivatives are then defined by normalizing so that fJiXi = 8f + · · · . 
Writing 

(8)e = Oe (C.1) 

we get 
(C.2) 

or explicitly 

(C.3) 

The action of these operators on the coordinates is given by the R-matrix ~quation 

A • • A 1 'k I A 

oiX3 = 8f + Rii 1 ilX ok. 

Explicitly we have 

BAA - 1 + q2 AfJA + q3 )..Dfle 
flAB - BfJA 
fJAc - cfJA + q2 )..2 DfJA + q3 )..BfJe 
fJAD - q2 DfJA 

fJBA - AfJB 
fJBB - 1 + q2 BfJB- q)..DfJe + q)..CfJe + q)..DfJD + )..2 AfJA 
fJBC - q2CfJB- q)..AfJe + q)..AfJD 
fJBD - DfJB + q)..AfJe 

fleA - q2ABe 
BeE - BfJe + q-1 )..DfJA 
BeG - 1 + q2CBe + q)..AfJA 
BeD - DBe 

fJDA - AfJD + q)..DfJB 
fJDB - q2BBD- q)..(1 + q-1 )..)DfJA + q2 )..2BfJe + q-1 )..CBA 
fJDc - cfJD- q)..AfJA + q3 )..BfJB- q2 )..2 Dfle + q2 )..2 nfJD 
fJDD - 1 + q2 DfJD + q)..AfJA + q2 

)..
2 DfJe 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

These relations are consistent with the expression for hatted derivatives in terms of 
unhatted ones (6.12) and the action of unhatted derivatives (5.1) . Among themselves 
the B's satisfy the same algebra (5.2) as the f)'s. This is compatible with the conjugation 
rules ( C.3). 

One can also find the algebra of hatted with unhatted derivatives. This is given 
by the R-matrix equation 

(C.6) 
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This yields the explicit relations 

oAaA - q2BA0A 
oBaA 

A 

3 
A 

- oAoB + q >.ococ 
ocBA - BAOC 
ovBA - q2BAov + q2 >.28Aoc + q3 >.8aoA 

oAaB tJBoA- q>.Bcoc + q>.Bvoc + q>.Bcov + >.2BAoB 
oBaB - q2BBOB 
ocBB 2 A A 

- q oBoe+ q>.ocoB 
ov8B - BBov- q>.BcoB + q>.BvoB 

oAac q2BcoA + q>.8Aoc 
(C.7) 

oBac - BcoB 
oc8c - q2Bcoc 
ovfJc - fJcov + q-1 >.tJAoB 

oAav - fJvoA + q).fJAOD - q).fJAOC 
OBfJD - q2BnoB + q2 >.2 fJcoB + q3 >.8Boc 
OcfJD - Bnoc + q-1 >.tJAoB 
OvfJD - q2fJv8v + q2 >.2fJc8v + q2 >.2fJv8c 

-q2 
).
2fJc8c + q).fJBOA- q>.(q-1

). + 1)fJA8B. 

These relations may be verified using the expressions for the hatted derivatives in terms 
of unhatted ones (6.12) and the algebra of unhatted derivatives (5.2) . 

Finally the algebra of the conjugate derivatives with the Lorentz generators is 
given by (5.3) and (5.4) with hatted derivatives replacing the unhatted ones. 

D Relations for Scalar Operators 

In this section we list some relations involving the Lorentz scalar operators discussed 
earlier. These formulas are useful in checking the properties of the conjugate derivatives 
and differentials. 

First, for the derivatives acting on the Minkowski length L we have 

OiL = q-2 Loi + 9iiXi 
aiL = q2 Lai + q-29iixi. 

The action of the Laplacians on the coordinates is 

~::J.Xi = q-2xi~::J.+q2giioi 

Axi = q2XiA + q-29iitJj. 

Acting on the Minkowski length the Laplacians give 

l::J.L - q-4Ll::J. + q-2E + (q2 + 1) 
AL = q4LA + E + q-2(q- 2 + 1). 
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The action of E and E on coordinates is 

and on the length is 

EXi q-2XiE +Xi+ q>..Llioi 
E;xi = q2XiE +xi- q>..LgiifJj. 

EL = q-2LE+(q2+1)L 
EL = q2 LE + (q-2 + l)L. 

The algebra of the derivatives with E and E is 

8iE = q-2 Eoi + oi + q-1 A.giiXi ~ 
oiE = .Eai + fJi. 

Conjugation gives the algebra with hatted derivatives: 

fJiE = q2 EfJi + fJi - q>..giiXi .6 
fJiE = EfJi + oi. 

Now we turn to the relations including Cs. First, with the scalars L, E and ~ 

The operator W has the following action on the coordinates: 

With derivatives it obeys 

The operator W has the following commutation relations with ei: 

The operators U and V commute with coordinates as 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

. (D.7) 

(D.S) 

(D.9) 

(D.lO) 

(D.ll). 

(D.12) 

Now we list several relations involving the exterior derivative d. With the derivatives 
d obeys 

(D.13) 

and with the scalar operators 

d~ = q-2 ~d dL = W + Ld 
dE= d+ q-2 Ed+ q-3>..W6. 

dW= -Wd 
(D.14) 

The Laplacian ~ with these quantities W and U obeys 

~u = u~ +Ad. (D.l5) 
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Several relevant relations with i's are: 

Lii - q2iiL 
WXi 

• A Ao 

- X'W- q>.Le' 
dL - q-2w +LJ. 

Finally we list some useful summation relations: 

gii 9ikoiXk - ( q + q-1 )2 + q-4 E 
9iieiEXi - q-2WE + q3>.Ld + W 
9iiXidXi - (q2 + 1)Ld + q2W 

9ijeiej - o. 

These are the relations needed in section 6. 
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